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Investigation of the formation of leaf hairs in cereals is important both for practical and fundamental points  
of  view.  Trichomes  have  a  number  of  important  functions  related  to  protection  from  pests  and 
counteracting  to  environmental  factors.  On  the  other  hand  trichomes  are  interesting  from  the  plant  
development standpoint. However, information about the molecular organization of these genes and their 
interactions, and localization is incomplete. Large genome size of T. aestivum and H. vulgare makes finding 
and mapping the genes responsible for leaf pubescence enormously resource-intensive task. On the other 
hand,  control  of  leaf  pubescence  in  a  representative  dicotyledonous  A.  thaliana  is  well  researched. 
According to modern ideas,  higher plants are descended from the one common ancestor,  i.e.  they are 
monophyletic. That allows, based on genes known to one well-studied species, to predict the structure, as  
well  as  to  predict  the  location  of  functionally  similar  genes  in  other  species.  Preliminary  analysis  and  
prediction of localization can significantly reduce the work on the mapping of genes controlling pubescence. 
In our work, on the basis of literary sources, as well as information from databases, the gene network for 
trichome  formation  was  reconstructed.  We  used  KEGG  (http://www.genome.jp/kegg/),  NCBI:  Gene 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene) and PLAZA 2.5 databases (http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/plaza/). 
We  performed  a  phylogenetic  analysis  of  genes  belonging  to  this  network.  The  analysis  suggests  the  
presence of functionally similar genes from the reconstructed gene network for a wide range of higher 
plants.  Based  on  the  representation of  the genes we have identified conserved  part  of  gene  network  
controlling leaf pubescence of  A. thaliana. With service KEGG SSDB (http://www.kegg.jp/kegg/ssdb/), we 
found the genes most similar functionally to the current ones in Oryza sativa L. Then, using the comparative 
chromosome maps we evaluated the localization of the leaf hairiness genes on T. aestivum and H. vulgare  
chromosomes. Interestingly that three of the predicted genes colocalized with the known genetic markers,  
modifying  the  pubescence  in  H.  vulgare.  Thus,  these  data  allow  us  to  predict  the  location  of  genes 
controlling leaf pubescence on the  H. vulgare  chromosomes and in  T. aestivum  homoeologous group of 
chromosomes. Phenotypic effects of the predicted genes may also be predicted.
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